
ABSTRACT 

 

Some moslems still see that declare to be your considered menyamkan the 

back of his wife with the back of his mother , it should also be noted harfia without 

even looking toward the context of the meaning of declare to be like your long yet 

shall it be an inoffensive one only for my the hearts of . 

In the preparation of the the thesis of the writer trying to see how to this 

presents a description of the some the subject matter of the report is based on data 

this program as follows: how legal enactment declare to be like your in 

mohammedan families nusantara ?How a consequence law declare to be like your in 

mohammedan families nusantara ?How relevance the application of the laws declare 

to be like your in mohammedan families nusantara ?The impact of the laws of supply 

and declare to be like your against the house of islam nusantara ? 

As for the purpose in the preparation of the to know legal enactment equate in 

mohammedan families nusantara ,to know legal consequences equate in 

mohammedan families nusantara , to know relevance declare the rule of law in 

mohammedan families nusantara , to know the impact of law equate islam nusantara 

your family. 

In to do this research , writer the use of measures as follows the research is 

research library ( libray research or or study text that focus on literature , this 

research is texts , in the form of both data sources primary and secondary .Technique 

data collection. 

The data in this research is mainly has two kinds of aspects , namely the 

primary and the secondary data 

The laws of supply and declare to be like your in mohammedan families 

nusantara and limited only to inform theorist it is what god hears what the two 

practical attitudes that the process of becoming an area of the juridical a court of law 

, but they have to be people awareness not to apply as a form of the responsibility of 

personal muslim to teach practice of a religion 

That according to his means that is in declare to be floating as the wife by the 

husband not considered those who is also not as if she were suspended , but still had 

a chance as lawful wife and can be given as of husband and wife after making peace  

Legal sanction as well declare to be like your trues implemented word and in 

deed that can be have been displaced a wife will appreciate to less avoid the screw 

ups and all the treatment and his wife as an escort live  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


